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The Advanced LIGO detectorsLIGO-P150914-v13
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FIG. 3. Simplified diagram of an Advanced LIGO detector (not to scale). A gravitational wave propagating orthogonally to the detector
plane and linearly polarized parallel to the 4-km optical cavities will have the effect of lengthening one 4-km arm and shortening the
other during one half-cycle of the wave; these length changes are reversed during the other half-cycle. The output photodetector records
these differential cavity length variations. While a detector’s directional response is maximal for this case, it is still significant for most
other angles of incidence or polarizations (gravitational waves propagate freely through the Earth). Inset a: Location and orientation
of the LIGO detectors at Hanford, WA (H1) and Livingston, LA (L1). Inset b: The instrument noise for each detector near the time
of the signal detection; this is an amplitude spectral density, expressed in terms of equivalent gravitational-wave strain amplitude.
The sensitivity is limited by photon shot noise at frequencies above 150 Hz, and by a superposition of other noise sources at lower
frequencies [48]. Narrowband features include calibration lines (33 – 38 Hz, 330 Hz, and 1080 Hz), vibrational modes of suspension
fibers (500 Hz and harmonics), and 60 Hz electric power grid harmonics.

Thermal noise is minimized by using low-mechanical-loss
materials in the test masses and their suspensions: the test
masses are 40-kg fused silica substrates with low-loss di-
electric optical coatings [59, 60], and are suspended with
fused silica fibers from the stage above [61].

To minimize additional noise sources, all components
other than the laser source are mounted on vibration iso-
lation stages in ultra-high vacuum. To reduce optical phase
fluctuations caused by Rayleigh scattering, the pressure in
the 1.2-m diameter tubes containing the arm-cavity beams
is maintained below 1µPa.

Servo controls are used to hold the arm cavities on res-
onance [62] and maintain proper alignment of the opti-
cal components [63]. The detector output is calibrated in
strain by measuring its response to test mass motion in-
duced by photon pressure from a modulated calibration
laser beam [64]. The calibration is established to an uncer-
tainty (1�) of less than 10% in amplitude and 10 degrees
in phase, and is continuously monitored with calibration

laser excitations at selected frequencies. Two alternative
methods are used to validate the absolute calibration, one
referenced to the main laser wavelength and the other to a
radio-frequency oscillator [65]. Additionally, the detector
response to gravitational waves is tested by injecting simu-
lated waveforms with the calibration laser.

To monitor environmental disturbances and their influ-
ence on the detectors, each observatory site is equipped
with an array of sensors: seismometers, accelerometers,
microphones, magnetometers, radio receivers, weather
sensors, AC-power line monitors, and a cosmic-ray detec-
tor [66]. Another ⇠ 105 channels record the interferome-
ter’s operating point and the state of the control systems.
Data collection is synchronized to Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) time to better than 10µs [67]. Timing accuracy
is verified with an atomic clock and a secondary GPS re-
ceiver at each observatory site.
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End mirror (“test mass”) 
quadruple-pendulum suspensions

photon  
calibrator
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iLIGO → eLIGO → aLIGO 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

S5 data run e-LIGO installation
and commissioning S6 data run Dark period

S6 data analysis & preparations 
for Advanced LIGO commissioning and open data

Advanced LIGO Project

Commissioning & initial data 
With Advanced LIGO Adv LIGO
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begins

now

Improve amplitude sensitivity by a factor of 10x, and…
⇒ Number of sources goes up 1000x!





Noise sources that limit 
performance during O1

Mystery noise 



Non-stationarity of the noise ASD

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500238/public/main



GW sources for ground-based detectors: 
The most energetic processes  

in the universe

Casey Reed, Penn State 

Credit: AEI, CCT, LSU

Coalescing 
Compact Binary 
Systems: Neutron 
Star-NS, Black 
Hole-NS, BH-BH

- Strong emitters, 
well-modeled, 
- (effectively) 
transient

Credit: Chandra X-ray 
Observatory 

Asymmetric Core 
Collapse 
Supernovae
- Weak emitters, 
not well-modeled 
(‘bursts’), transient 
- Cosmic strings, 
soft gamma 
repeaters, pulsar 
glitches also in 
‘burst’ class 

NASA/WMAP Science Team 

Cosmic Gravitational-
wave Background
- Residue of the Big 
Bang, long duration
- Long duration,  
stochastic background

Spinning neutron 
stars
- (effectively) 
monotonic waveform
- Long duration
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GWs from coalescing compact 
binaries (NS/NS, BH/BH, NS/BH)

Tidal disruption of neutron star

Gravitational waveform:             inspiral              merger  BH-ringdown

A unique and powerful laboratory to study  
strong-field, highly dynamical gravity  
and the structure of nuclear matter  
in the most extreme conditions

10Waveform carries lots of information about binary masses, orbit, merger 



Search pipelines

§  We need to sift through months of two-detector-coincident strain data h(t)  
to look for signals with durations from minutes to fractions of a second,  
above the detector noise.

§  Two different template-based searches for compact binary coalescence 
(CBC): BNS, NSBH,BBH:
»  Low-latency (10’s of seconds) – gstlal (gstreamer-based)
»  “Offline” - pyCBC (fft-based)

§  Two different searches for short-duration, unmodeled  “bursts” of GW 
power in the time-frequency plane, with low latency:
»  Coherent WaveBurst - cWB
»  Online LIGO Inference Burst – oLIB

§  All make use of two-detector coincidence in time and in signal morphology.
§  All estimate the background from accidental coincidence of instrumental noise 

triggers, using “time slides” or variations thereof.
§  All detected GW150914 with high significance above detector noise



Template-based searches
6

tion period (referred to as LVT151012) was reported on Oc-
tober 12, 2015 at 09:54:43 UTC with a combined matched-
filter SNR of 9.6. The search reported a false alarm rate of 1
per 2.3 years and a corresponding false alarm probability of
0.02 for this candidate event. Detector characterization stud-
ies have not identified an instrumental or environmental arti-
fact as causing this candidate event [14]. However, its false
alarm probability is not sufficiently low to confidently claim
this candidate event as a signal. Detailed waveform analysis of
this candidate event indicates that it is also a binary black hole
merger with source frame masses 23+18

�5 M� and 13+4
�5 M�, if

it is of astrophysical origin.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II gives an

overview of the compact binary coalescence search and the
methods used. Sec. III and Sec. IV describe the construction
and tuning of the two independently implemented analyses
used in the search. Sec. V presents the results of the search,
and follow-up of the two most significant candidate events,
GW150914 and LVT151012.

II. SEARCH DESCRIPTION

The binary coalescence search [19–26] reported here tar-
gets gravitational waves from binary neutron stars, binary
black holes, and neutron star–black hole binaries, using
matched filtering [27] with waveforms predicted by general
relativity. Both the PyCBC and GstLAL analyses correlate
the detector data with template waveforms that model the ex-
pected signal. The analyses identify candidate events that are
detected at both observatories consistent with the 10 ms inter-
site propagation time. Events are assigned a detection-statistic
value that ranks their likelihood of being a gravitational-wave
signal. This detection statistic is compared to the estimated
detector noise background to determine the probability that a
candidate event is due to detector noise.

We report on a search using coincident observations be-
tween the two Advanced LIGO detectors [28] in Hanford, WA
(H1) and in Livingston, LA (L1) from September 12 to Octo-
ber 20, 2015. During these 38.6 days, the detectors were in
coincident operation for a total of 18.4 days. Unstable instru-
mental operation and hardware failures affected 20.7 hours
of these coincident observations. These data are discarded
and the remaining 17.5 days are used as input to the analy-
ses [14]. The analyses reduce this time further by imposing
a minimum length over which the detectors must be operat-
ing stably; this is different between the two analysis, as de-
scribed in Sec. III and Sec. IV. After applying this cut, the
PyCBC analysis searched 16 days of coincident data and the
GstLAL analysis searched 17 days of coincident data. To pre-
vent bias in the results, the configuration and tuning of the
analyses were determined using data taken prior to September
12, 2015.

A gravitational-wave signal incident on an interferometer
alters its arm lengths by dLx and dLy, such that their mea-
sured difference is DL(t) = dLx � dLy = h(t)L, where h(t) is
the gravitational-wave metric perturbation projected onto the
detector, and L is the unperturbed arm length [29]. The strain
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FIG. 1. The four-dimensional search parameter space covered by
the template bank shown projected into the component-mass plane,
using the convention m1 > m2. The lines bound mass regions with
different limits on the dimensionless aligned-spin parameters c1 and
c2. Each point indicates the position of a template in the bank. The
circle highlights the template that best matches GW150914. This
does not coincide with the best-fit parameters due to the discrete na-
ture of the template bank.

is calibrated by measuring the detector’s response to test mass
motion induced by photon pressure from a modulated calibra-
tion laser beam [30]. Changes in the detector’s thermal and
alignment state cause small, time-dependent systematic errors
in the calibration [30]. The calibration used for this search
does not include these time-dependent factors. Appendix A
demonstrates that neglecting the time-dependent calibration
factors does not affect the result of this search.

The gravitational waveform h(t) depends on the chirp
mass of the binary, M = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 + m2)1/5 [31, 32],
the symmetric mass ratio h = (m1m2)/(m1 + m2)2 [33],
and the angular momentum of the compact objects c1,2 =
cS1,2/Gm2

1,2 [34, 35] (the compact object’s dimensionless
spin), where S1,2 is the angular momentum of the compact
objects. The effect of spin on the waveform depends also on
the ratio between the component objects’ masses. Parameters
which affect the overall amplitude and phase of the signal as
observed in the detector are maximized over in the matched-
filter search, but can be recovered through full parameter esti-
mation analysis [18]. The search parameter space is therefore
defined by the limits placed on the compact objects’ masses
and spins. The minimum component masses of the search are
determined by the lowest expected neutron star mass, which
we assume to be 1M� [36]. There is no known maximum
black hole mass [37], however we limit this search to bina-
ries with a total mass less than M = m1 + m2  100M�. The
LIGO detectors are sensitive to higher mass binaries, how-
ever; the results of searches for binaries that lie outside this
search space will be reported in future publications.

For binary component objects with masses less than 2M�,
we limit the magnitude of the component object’s spin to 0.05,
the spin of the fastest known pulsar in a double neutron star
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A Search for Gravitational Waves from Compact Binary Coalescences in 33 Days of1

Advanced LIGO Data Associated with GW1509142

The LIGO Collaboration and The Virgo Collaboration3

(Dated: 15 January 2016)4

Advanced LIGO made the first observation (GW150914) of gravitational waves from the coales-
cence of two black holes on September 14, 2015. In this paper, we describe two modeled search
pipelines for observing gravitational wave signals emitted from compact binary coalescence. These
pipelines were used to analyze the first 33 days of Advanced LIGO’s first observational run (O1),
during which this event occurred. We present results from these analyses as pertains to our inter-
pretation of GW150914 as a gravitational wave signal, and describe additional tests conducted to
validate these results. Additionally, we discuss the second most significant event found by these
search pipelines during this time; this event is also consistent with a binary black hole merger, but
is not significant enough to confidently rule out that it is due to instrumental noise. The full results
of the analysis of these data, as well as analysis of the remaining O1 observations, will be presented
in a future publication.

I. INTRODUCTION5

On September 14, 2015, the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO)6

gravitational wave detectors [1] in Hanford, Washing-7

ton and Livingston, Louisiana observed a loud gravita-8

tional wave signal [2]. The event, designated GW150914,9

was initially identified by a low-latency transient gravita-10

tional wave search [3], which makes minimal assumptions11

about the signal morphology. The later interpretation12

of GW150914 as a binary black hole (BBH) merger was13

achieved with two modelled detection pipelines, which we14

report on here.15

Our analyses were performed on data collected be-16

tween 00:00 UTC on September 12, 2015 and 13:30 UTC17

on October 20, 2015. These data constitute the most18

sensitive data taken by gravitational wave observatories19

to date. The expected signal rate in this short 33 days of20

data exceeds that surveyed in 158 days of the final initial21

LIGO observations by an order of magnitude. The first22

aLIGO observing run continued until January 12, 2016.23

Results from the full observing run will be reported in a24

subsequent publication.25

We searched these data for gravitational wave (GW)26

signals from compact binary coalescence using two de-27

tection pipelines : pycbc [4–6] and gstlal [7, 8]. The28

pycbc pipeline is fundamentally the same as that used29

to search for gravitational waves from compact binaries30

in Initial LIGO’s Sixth Science Run and Virgo’s Science31

Runs 2 and 3 [9, 10], with the improvements described32

in Ref. [6]. The gstlal pipeline complements the pycbc33

pipeline with a collection of novel algorithms that pro-34

vide for a tunable search latency [7]. We describe these35

pipelines in Sec. IV.36

Both pipelines filtered the data using a common bank37

of template waveforms. The template bank covers com-38

pact object binaries with component masses m1, m2 �39

1 M� and total mass M = m1 + m2  100 M�, as40

shown in Fig. 1, which includes binary neutron star41

(BNS), neutron star–black hole binary (NSBH), and stel-42

lar mass binary black hole (BBH) sources. The tem-43

FIG. 1. Sensitive distance as a function of the component
masses for a fiducial single detector SNR of 8. Sources are
assumed to be non-spinning; for sources with both spins set
to 0.99 (�0.99) distances are increased (reduced) by a factor
of 3 or less. The masses of the template producing the loudest
response to GW150914 are indicated with a star. Masses and
distances are given in the observer frame.

plate waveforms also include the e↵ects of component44

spin angular momentum S aligned with the direction of45

orbital angular momentum. For components with mass46

mi � 2 M�, we allow dimensionless spins �i ⌘ cSi/Gm2
i47

up to |�i|  0.99; for lower mass components, we restrict48

the spins to |�i|  0.05. We describe the construction49

and verification of the filter bank in Sec. II. In Fig. 1, we50

illustrate the expected astrophysical reach of the search51

as a function of mass, using the average noise curve of52

the two instruments during the observation time.53

Both analysis pipelines observed the same two loud-54

est events, which are discussed in Sec. V and summa-55

rized in Tbl. I. The loudest event in each pipeline is56

GW150914, which is significantly louder than all mea-57

sured background events. The probability of GW15091558

being due to noise is less than 2 ⇥ 10�7, as measured59

Masses and (aligned) spins 
Templates spaced for < 3%  
loss of SNR: 250K templates.

BNS

BNS

NSBH

GW150914

Sensitive distance in Mpc

> 900 Mpc

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500269/public/main



Results of search over first  
38 days of Observation run 1  

(Sep 12 – Oct 20, 2015)LIGO-P150914-v13
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FIG. 4. Search results from the generic transient search (left) and the binary coalescence search (right). These histograms show
the number of candidate events (orange markers) and the mean number of background events (black lines) in the search class where
GW150914 was found as a function of the search detection statistic and with a bin width of 0.2. The scales on the top give the
significance of an event in Gaussian standard deviations based on the corresponding noise background . The significance of GW150914
is greater than 5.1 � and 4.6 � for the binary coalescence and the generic transient searches, respectively. Left: Along with the
primary search (C3) we also show the results (blue markers) and background (green curve) for an alternative search that treats events
independently of their frequency evolution (C2+C3). The classes C2 and C3 are defined in the text. Right: The tail in the black-
line background of the binary coalescence search is due to random coincidences of GW150914 in one detector with noise in the other
detector. (This type of event is practically absent in the generic transient search background because they do not pass the time-frequency
consistency requirements used in that search.) The purple curve is the background excluding those coincidences, which is used to assess
the significance of the second strongest event.

subtracted from the data. The statistic ⌘
c

thus quantifies the
SNR of the event and the consistency of the data between
the two detectors.

Based on their time-frequency morphology, the events
are divided into three mutually exclusive search classes, as
described in [41]: events with time-frequency morphology
of known populations of noise transients (class C1); events
with frequency that increases with time (class C3); and all
remaining events (class C2).

Detected with ⌘
c

= 20.0, GW150914 is the strongest
event of the entire search. Consistent with its coalescence
signal signature, it is found in the search class C3 of events
with increasing time-frequency evolution. Measured on a
background equivalent to over 67 400 years of data and in-
cluding a trials factor of 3 to account for the search classes,
its false alarm rate is lower than 1 in 22 500 years. This
corresponds to a probability < 2⇥ 10�6 of observing one
or more noise events as strong as GW150914 during the
analysis time, equivalent to 4.6 �. The left panel of Fig. 4
shows the C3 class results and background.

The selection criteria that define the search class C3 re-
duce the background by introducing a constraint on the sig-
nal morphology. In order to illustrate the significance of
GW150914 against a background of events with arbitrary
shapes, we also show the results of a search that uses the
same set of events as the one described above but without

this constraint. Specifically we use only two search classes:
the C1 class and the union of C2 and C3 classes (C2+C3).
In this two-class search the GW150914 event is found in
the C2+C3 class. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the C2+C3
class results and background. In the background of this
class there are four events with ⌘

c

� 32.1, yielding a false
alarm rate for GW150914 of 1 in 8 400 years. This corre-
sponds to a false alarm probability of 5⇥ 10�6 equivalent
to 4.4 �.

For robustness and validation, we also use other generic
transient search algorithms [41]. A different search
[73] and a parameter estimation follow-up [74] detected
GW150914 with consistent significance and signal param-
eters.

Binary coalescence search — This search targets
gravitational-wave emission from binary systems with in-
dividual masses from 1M� to 99M�, total mass less than
100M� and dimensionless spins up to 0.99 [45]. To
model systems with total mass larger than 4M�, we use
the effective-one-body (EOB) formalism [75], which com-
bines results from the Post-Newtonian approach [11, 76]
with results from black hole perturbation theory and nu-
merical relativity. The waveform model [77, 78] assumes
that the spins of the merging objects are aligned with the
orbital angular momentum, but the resulting templates can

6

Is it likely that the first detected event should be so loud?
P(1 event with ρ ≥ 23.7) = (9.5/23.7)3 = 6%.

Are there fainter events? Yes, one! LVT151012, ρ = 9.6.

No, there is nothing  
underneath these legends!

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500269/public/main



Both CBC pipelines detect  
signal with high significance

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500269/public/main

pyCBC gstLAL
FAP ~ 1×10-11FAP < 2×10-7



GW150914

Whitened and band-passed [40-300] Hz

Reconstructed
(no whitening)

Audio:
•  filtered data
•  freq-shifted data
•  reconstructed & shifted

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P150914/public/main
Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 061102 – Published 11 February 2016



The sound of two  
black holes merging



Unmodeled (“burst”)  
signal reconstruction

No templates! Just coherent superposition of sine-Gaussian wavelets
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500229/public/main

Caltech LIGO:  Jonah Kanner



GW150914 in the  
frequency domain

inspiral
merger

ringdown

Made with data from the  
LIGO Open Science Center, losc.ligo.org



The LIGO Open Science Center 
losc.ligo.org



The LIGO Open Science Center 
losc.ligo.org 

Ipython notebook tutorial



Could it have been found  
in the initial LIGO detectors?

With the S6 detector noise level, this event  
would have had SNR ρ ~ 7,  
insufficiently above the noise for detection.
In aLIGO, the signal is very loud!, SNR ρ ~ 24. 
Aren’t sensitive detectors wonderful?

aLIGO design  (2018??)

eLIGO S6 (2010)
aLIGO O1 (2015)

aLIGO upgrade (2020??)

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500237/public/main



Observed BBH merger rate

GW150914

LVC151012

The observed BBH merger rate (comoving frame) 
from these two events:

SNR ρ

iLIGO+eLIGO BBH rate upper limit: ~< 420 Gpc-3 yr-1

Same ballpark as population synthesis models, CCSN rate, etc

Aasi, J. et al. 2013, Phys. Rev. D, 87, 022002, arXiv:1209.6533 

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500217/public/main



Are we SURE it’s not a rare 
instrumental noise fluctuation?

The detectors were behaving  
quite well, even though it was ER8,  
4 days before the official start of O1.
•  Stable sensitivity
•  Stable instrumental noise trigger 

rate

Physical environment monitors 
(seismometers, magnetometers, 
microphones, RF monitors, power line 
monitors, worldwide weather, cosmic 
ray detectors, etc…) show  
no anomalous behavior around 
GW150914. 

Stable sensitivity  

Stable noise trigger rate 

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500238/public/main

LVC151012GW150914



SNR time series 
and χ2 time series

Signal ρ(t) is consistent with expectation <ρ(t)> 
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500238/public/main



What can we learn  
from one event?

§  Excellent consistency between the observed waveform and 
the prediction from GR (numerical relativity) tell us that we are 
seeing the inspiral of two black holes moving at 0.5c, merging into 
one BH, which subsequently rings down.

§  Such high frequency chirps require extremely compact orbiting 
objects of ~ stellar mass.

§  Black holes (strongly-curved spacetime with event horizons) 
EXIST, and emit waves of curved spacetime when perturbed.

»  Previously, observations of high energy radiation from  
in-falling matter only told us that compact objects with strong 
gravity (and perhaps, with event horizons) were present.

§  Binary black holes exist! Formation scenarios involving 
common evolution require the binary to survive two  
core-collapse supernovas.  
Other formation scenarios may be important!

§  Two black holes merge into one, which rings down,  
consistent with black hole perturbation theory.

§  GR is tested, for the first time, in the strong (non-linear) and 
highly dynamical regime.

§  Masses, spins, sky location, rates, formation mechanisms…



Numerical relativity (solution to Gμν = 0) simulation  
(SXS Collaboration, http://www.black-holes.org/)



Binary black hole  
inspiral, merger, ringdown

http://www.black-holes.org/explore2.html



Binary Masses
§  Measurement of the masses is 

waveform-model dependent, 
but for these systems, the 
waveforms agree well.

§  From the inspiral phase 
evolution dφ/dt,  
we infer the chirp mass: 
Mc = mtot η3/5  ; η = m1m2 / m2

tot
§  From the merger frequency,  

we infer the total mass  
mtot = m1+m2.

§  In this sweet spot, we measure 
both well, so we measure  
m1 and m2 reasonably well.

dr
af

t

LIGO-P1500218-v12

Hz. The priors on spin orientation for the precessing model
is uniform on the 2-sphere. For the non-precessing model,
the prior on the spin magnitudes may be interpreted as the
dimensionless spin projection onto L̂ having a uniform dis-
tribution [�1, 1]. This range includes binaries where the
two spins are strongly antialigned relative to one another.
Many such antialigned-spin comparable-mass systems are
unstable to large-angle precession well before entering our
sensitive band [82, 83] and could not have formed from an
asymptotically spin antialigned binary. We could exclude
those systems if we believe the binary is not precessing.
However, we do not make this assumption here and instead
accept that the models can only extract limited spin infor-
mation about a more general, precessing binary.

We also need to specify the prior ranges for the
amplitude and phase error functions �Ak(f ; ~#) and
��k(f ; ~#). The calibration during the time of observa-
tion of GW150914 is characterised by a 1-� statistical
uncertainty of no more than 10% in amplitude and 10�

in phase [1, 38]. We use zero-mean Gaussian priors on
the values of the spline at each node with widths corre-
sponding to the uncertainties quoted above [39]. Calibra-
tion uncertainties therefore add 10 parameters per instru-
ment to the model used in the analysis. For validation pur-
poses we also considered an independent method that as-
sumes frequency-independent calibration errors [84], and
obtained consistent results.

Results— The results of the analysis using binary coa-
lescence waveforms are posterior PDFs for the parameters
describing the GW signal and the model evidence. A sum-
mary is provided in Table I. For the model evidence, we
quote (the logarithm of) the Bayes factor B

s/n = Z/Z
n

,
which is the ratio of the evidence for a coherent signal hy-
pothesis divided by that for (Gaussian) noise [45]. At the
leading order, the Bayes factor and the optimal signal-to-
noise ratio ⇢ = [

P
khhM

k |hM

k i]1/2 are related by lnB
s/n ⇡

⇢2/2 [85].
Before discussing parameter estimates in detail, we

consider how the inference is affected by the choice of
compact-binary waveform model. From Table I, we see
that the posterior estimates for each parameter are broadly
consistent across the two models, despite the fact that they
are based on different analytical approaches and that they
include different aspects of BBH spin dynamics. The mod-
els’ log Bayes factors, 288.7±0.2 and 290.1±0.2, are also
comparable for both models: the data do not allow us to
conclusively prefer one model over the other [88]. There-
fore, we use both for the Overall column in Table I. We
combine the posterior samples of both distributions with
equal weight, in effect marginalising over our choice of
waveform model. These averaged results give our best es-
timate for the parameters describing GW150914.

In Table I, we also indicate how sensitive our results are
to our choice of waveform. For each parameter, we give
systematic errors on the boundaries of the 90% credible

FIG. 1. Posterior PDFs for the source-frame component masses
msource

1

and msource

2

, where msource

2

 msource

1

. In the
1-dimensional marginalised distributions we show the Overall
(solid black), IMRPhenom (blue) and EOBNR (red) PDFs; the
dashed vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval for the Over-
all PDF. The 2-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50%
and 90% credible regions plotted over a colour-coded posterior
density function.

intervals due to the uncertainty in the waveform models
considered in the analysis; the quoted values are the 90%
range of a normal distribution estimated from the variance
of results from the different models.4 Assuming normally
distributed error is the least constraining choice [89] and
gives a conservative estimate. The uncertainty from wave-
form modelling is less significant than statistical uncer-
tainty; therefore, we are confident that the results are ro-
bust against this potential systematic error. We consider
this point in detail later in the paper.

The analysis presented here yields an optimal coherent
signal-to-noise ratio of ⇢ = 25.1+1.7

�1.7. This value is higher
than the one reported by the search [1, 3] because it is ob-
tained using a finer sampling of (a larger) parameter space.

GW150914’s source corresponds to a stellar-mass BBH
with individual source-frame masses msource

1

= 36+5

�4

M�
and msource

2

= 29+4

�4

M�, as shown in Table I and Figure 1.

4 If X were an edge of a credible interval, we quote systematic uncertainty
±1.64�sys using the estimate �2

sys = [(XEOBNR � XOverall)2 +

(XIMRPhenom � XOverall)2]/2. For parameters with bounded ranges,
like the spins, the normal distributions should be truncated. However, for
transparency, we still quote the 90% range of the uncut distributions. These
numbers provide estimates of the order of magnitude of the potential sys-
tematic error.

5
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FIG. 2. Posterior PDFs for the source luminosity distance D
L

and
the binary inclination ✓JN . In the 1-dimensional marginalised
distributions we show the Overall (solid black), IMRPhenom
(blue) and EOBNR (red) PDFs; the dashed vertical lines mark the
90% credible interval for the Overall PDF. The 2-dimensional
plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions
plotted over a colour-coded PDF.

misaligned to the line of sight is disfavoured; the probabil-
ity that 45� < ✓JN < 135� is 0.35.

The masses and spins of the BHs in a (circular) binary
are the only parameters needed to determine the final mass
and spin of the BH that is produced at the end of the
merger. Appropriate relations are embedded intrinsically
in the waveform models used in the analysis, but they do
not give direct access to the parameters of the remnant BH.
However, applying the fitting formula calibrated to non-
precessing NR simulations provided in [96] to the posterior
for the component masses and spins [97], we infer the mass
and spin of the remnant BH to be M source

f

= 62+4

�4

M�,
and a

f

= 0.67+0.05
�0.07, as shown in Figure 3 and Table I.

These results are fully consistent with those obtained us-
ing an independent non-precessing fit [55]. The systematic
uncertainties of the fit are much smaller than the statistical
uncertainties. The value of the final spin is a consequence
of conservation of angular momentum in which the total
angular momentum of the system (which for a nearly equal
mass binary, such as GW150914’s source, is dominated by
the orbital angular momentum) is converted partially into
the spin of the remnant black hole and partially radiated
away in GWs during the merger. Therefore, the final spin
is more precisely determined than either of the spins of the
binary’s BHs.

The calculation of the final mass also provides an esti-

FIG. 3. PDFs for the source-frame mass and spin of the rem-
nant BH produced by the coalescence of the binary. In the
1-dimensional marginalised distributions we show the Overall
(solid black), IMRPhenom (blue) and EOBNR (red) PDFs; the
dashed vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval for the Over-
all PDF. The 2-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50%
and 90% credible regions plotted over a colour-coded PDF.

mate of the total energy emitted in GWs. GW150914 ra-
diated a total of 3.0+0.5

�0.5 M�c
2 in GWs, the majority of

which was at frequencies in LIGO’s sensitive band. These
values are fully consistent with those given in the literature
for NR simulations of similar binaries [98, 99]. The ener-
getics of a BBH merger can be estimated at the order of
magnitude level using simple Newtonian arguments. The
total energy of a binary system at separation r is given by
E ⇡ (m

1

+ m
2

)c2 � Gm
1

m
2

/(2r). For an equal-mass
system, and assuming the inspiral phase to end at about
r ⇡ 5GM/c2, then around 2–3% of the initial total energy
of the system is emitted as GWs. Only a fully general rela-
tivistic treatment of the system can accurately describe the
physical process during the final strong-field phase of the
coalescence. This indicates that a comparable amount of
energy is emitted during the merger portion of GW150914,
leading to ⇡ 5% of the total energy emitted.

We further infer the peak GW luminosity achieved dur-
ing the merger phase by applying to the posteriors a sep-
arate fit to non-precessing NR simulations [100]. The
source reached a maximum instantaneous GW luminosity
of 3.6+0.5

�0.4 ⇥ 1056 erg s�1 = 200+30

�20

M�c
2/s. Here, the

uncertainties include an estimate for the systematic error
of the fit as obtained by comparison with a separate set
of precessing NR simulations, in addition to the dominant
statistical contribution. An order-of-magnitude estimate of
the luminosity corroborates this result. For the dominant
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§  Compact binary coalescence is a 
“standard siren”, so we can infer 
the luminosity distance DL.

§  But, it depends on the orientation of 
the binary orbit wrt line of sight 
(θJN): face-on (louder) or edge-on 
(quieter).

§  We can measure this by 
disentangling the two polarizations 
(+ and x).

§  But this is difficult to do with only 
two almost-co-aligned detectors.

§  Result: strong degeneracy,  
poor measurement of DL.

§  More detectors (coming!) will help! https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500218/public/main



Final black hole mass and spin, 
total emitted energy & luminosity

§  SNR of ringdown phase  
(at f ~ 300 Hz) is not high, 
so the extraction of the final black hole 
mass & spin are rather dependent on the 
model (GR template).

§  Nonetheless, we robustly recover 
mfinal ≈ m1+m2 − (3 M¤) 
with significant spin.

§  EGW ≈ 3 M¤c2 ≈ 5×1054 ergs,  
or ~4.5% of the total mass-energy  
of the system. 

§  Roughly 1080 gravitons.
§  Peak luminosity LGW ~ 3.6×1054 erg/s, 

briefly outshining the EM energy output of 
all the stars in the observable universe  
(by a factor ~ 50).

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500218/public/main



Source sky localization

§  Localization using timing (7 
msec between H1 and L1) 
information (triangulation),  
plus amplitude and phase info.

§  With only two detectors, 
localization is poor:  
140 deg2 at 50% prob,  
590 deg2 at 90% prob.

§  Even though this is a BBH 
(EM-dim), we alerted partner 
astronomers, and  
~20 different instruments 
imaged this region of the sky! 

§  Already on arXiv:

SCP

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500227/public/main

Swift
Fermi GBM
Fermi LAT
Pan-STARRS and PESSTO
INTEGRAL
DECam



Low-latency identification of  
transients for rapid (< ~100s) followup

32

EM counterparts to GW sources (if any) are short-lived and faint



http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.08492



Fermi GBM  
around the time of the event

FAP=0.0022

http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03920
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The Advanced GW Detector Network
GEO600 (HF) 

Advanced LIGO  
Hanford  
 

Advanced LIGO  
Livingston  
  

Advanced  
Virgo LIGO-India 

KAGRA  

•  Simultaneous detection 
•  Detection confidence 
•  Sky localization 
•  Source polarization 
•  Duty cycle 
•  Waveform extraction 
•  Verify light speed propagation 



LIGO India is a GO after 5 years of 
waiting on the Indian government!



BH spins – aligned with orbital angular 
momentum, and precessing spin
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FIG. 5. Left: PDFs (solid black line) for the �
p

and �
e↵

spin parameters compared to their prior distribution (green line). The
dashed vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval. The 2-dimensional plot shows probability contours of the prior (green) and
marginalised PDF (black). The 2-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over a colour-
coded PDF. Right: PDFs for the dimensionless component spins cS

1

/(Gm2

1

) and cS
2

/(Gm2

2

) relative to the normal to the orbital
plane L̂, marginalized over uncertainties in the azimuthal angles. The bins are constructed linearly in spin magnitude and the cosine of
the tilt angles cos�1 (Ŝi · L̂), where i = {1, 2}, and, therefore, by design have equal prior probability.

on the spins (magnitude and orientation) of the BHs of
the binary and could produce super-kicks for spins in the
orbital plane of the binary [111–113]. Unfortunately, the
weak constraints on the spins (magnitude and direction) of
GW150914 prevent us from providing a meaningful limit
on the kick velocity of the resulting BH.

Finally, we can cast the results into PDFs of the strain
at the two instruments p(~h(~#)|~d) and compare them to
the posterior estimates p(~h|~d) obtained using the minimal-
assumption wavelet model [81]. The waveforms are shown
in Figure 6. There is remarkable agreement between the
actual data and the reconstructed waveform under the two
model assumptions. As expected, the uncertainty is greater
for the minimal-assumption reconstruction due to greater
flexibility in its waveform model. The agreement between
the reconstructed waveforms using the two models can be
quantified through the noise-weighted inner product that
enters Eq. (5), and it is found to be 94+2

�3

%, consistent
with expectations for the signal-to-noise ratio at which
GW150914 was observed.

Discussion— We have presented measurements of the
heaviest stellar-mass BHs known to date, and the first
stellar-mass BBH. The system merges into a BH of ⇡
60 M�. So far, stellar-mass BHs of masses ⇡ 10 M�
have been claimed using dynamical measurement of Galac-
tic X-ray binaries [114]. Masses as high as 16–20 M� and
21–35 M� have been reported for IC10 X-1 [115, 116]
and NGC300 X-1 [117], respectively; however, these mea-

surements may have been contaminated by stellar winds as
discussed in [118] and references therein. Our results at-
test that BBHs do form and merge within a Hubble time.
We have constrained the spin of the primary BH of the bi-
nary to be a

1

< 0.7 and we have inferred the spin of the
remnant BH to be a

f

⇡ 0.7. Up to now, spin estimates of
BH candidates have relied on modelling of accretion disks
to interpret spectra of X-ray binaries [119]. In contrast,
GW measurements rely only on the predictions of general
relativity for vacuum spacetime. Further astrophysical im-
plications of these results are discussed in [94, 120].

The statistical uncertainties with which we have charac-
terised the source properties and parameters, reflect the fi-
nite signal-to-noise ratio of the observation of GW150914
and the error budget of the strain calibration process. The
latter degrades primarily the estimate of the source loca-
tion. If we assume that the strain was perfectly calibrated,
i.e. hM = h, see Eqs. (1) and (4), the 50% and 90%
credible regions for sky location would become 48 deg2

and 150 deg2, compared to the actual results of 140 deg2

and 590 deg2, respectively. The physical parameters show
only small changes with the marginalisation over cali-
bration uncertainty, for example, the final mass M source

f

changes from 62+4

�4

M� including calibration uncertainty
to 62+4

�3

M� assuming perfect calibration, and the final
spin a

f

changes from 0.67+0.05
�0.07 to 0.67+0.04

�0.05. The effect
of calibration uncertainty is to increase the overall parame-
ter range at given probability, but the medians of the PDFs
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Parameters of two loudest events
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Background excluding GW150914

FIG. 7. Left: Search results from the PyCBC analysis. The histogram shows the number of candidate events (orange) and the number of
background events due to noise in the search class where GW150914 was found (black) as a function of the search detection-statistic and
with a bin width of Dr̂c = 0.2. The significance of GW150914 is greater than 5.1 s . The scales immediately above the histogram give the
significance of an event measured against the noise backgrounds in units of Gaussian standard deviations as a function of the detection-statistic.
The black background histogram shows the result of the time-shift method to estimate the noise background in the observation period. The
tail in the black-line background of the binary coalescence search are due to random coincidences of GW150914 in one detector with noise
in the other detector. The significance of GW150914 is measured against the upper gray scale. The purple background histogram is the
background excluding coincidences involving GW150914 and it is the background to be used to assess the significance of the second loudest
event; the significance of this event is measured against the upper purple scale. Right: Search results from the GstLAL analysis. The histogram
shows the observed candidate events (orange) as a function of the detection statistic lnL . The black line indicates the expected background
from noise where zero lag events have been included in the noise background probability density function. The purple line indicates the
expected background from noise where zero lag events have not been included in the noise background probability density function. The
independently-implemented search method and different background estimation method confirms the discovery of GW150914.

Event Time (UTC) FAR (yr�1) F M (M�) m1 (M�) m2 (M�) ceff DL (Mpc)

GW150914
14 September

2015
09:50:45

< 5⇥10�6 < 2⇥10�7

(> 5.1s)
28+2

�2 36+5
�4 29+4

�4 �0.06+0.17
�0.18 410+160

�180

LVT151012
12 October

2015
09:54:43

0.44 0.02
(2.1s)

15+1
�1 23+18

�5 13+4
�5 0.0+0.3

�0.2 1100+500
�500

TABLE I. Parameters of the two most significant events. The false alarm rate (FAR) and false alarm probability (F ) given here were
determined by the PyCBC pipeline; the GstLAL results are consistent with this. The source-frame chirp mass M , component masses m1,2,
effective spin ceff, and luminosity distance DL are determined using a parameter estimation method that assumes the presence of a coherent
compact binary coalescence signal starting at 20 Hz in the data [90]. The results are computed by averaging the posteriors for two model
waveforms. Quoted uncertainties include both the 90% credible interval and an estimate for the 90% range of systematic error determined
from the variance between waveform models. Further parameter estimates of GW150914 are presented in Ref. [18].

r̂L1 = 13.3 are larger than that of any other single-detector
triggers in the analysis; therefore the significance measure-
ment of 5.1s set using the 0.1 s time shifts is a conservative
bound on the false alarm probability of GW150914.

Fig. 8 (right) shows ±5 ms of the GstLAL matched-filter
SNR time series from each detector around the event time to-
gether with the predicted SNR time series computed from the
autocorrelation function of the best fit template. The differ-
ence between the autocorrelation and the observed matched-
filter SNR is used to perform the GstLAL waveform con-
sistency test. The autocorrelation matches the observed

matched-filter SNR extremely well, with consistency test val-
ues of xH1 = 1 and xL1 = 0.7. No other triggers with compa-
rable matched-filter SNR had such low values of the signal-
consistency test during the entire observation period.

Both analyses have shown that the probability that
GW150914 was formed by random coincidence of detec-
tor noise is extremely small. We therefore conclude that
GW150914 is a gravitational-wave signal. To measure the
signal parameters, we use parameter estimation methods that
assume the presence of a coherent coalescing binary signal
in the data from both detectors [18, 90]. Two waveform

dr
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TABLE I. Summary of the parameters that characterise GW150914. For model parameters we report the median value as well as
the range of the symmetric 90% credible interval [86]; where useful, we also quote 90% credible bounds. For the logarithm of the
Bayes factor for a signal compared to Gaussian noise we report the mean and its 90% standard error from 4 parallel runs with a nested
sampling algorithm [45]. The source redshift and source-frame masses assume standard cosmology [87]. The spin-aligned EOBNR
and precessing IMRPhenom waveform models are described in the text. Results for the effective precession spin parameter �

p

used in
the IMRPhenom model are not shown as we effectively recover the prior; we constrain �

p

< 0.71 at 90% probability, see left panel of
Figure 5. The Overall results are computed by averaging the posteriors for the two models. For the Overall results we quote both the
90% credible interval or bound and an estimate for the 90% range of systematic error on this determined from the variance between
waveform models.

EOBNR IMRPhenom Overall
Detector-frame total mass M/M� 70.3+5.3

�4.8 70.7+3.8
�4.0 70.5+4.6±0.9

�4.5±1.0

Detector-frame chirp mass M/M� 30.2+2.5
�1.9 30.5+1.7

�1.8 30.3+2.1±0.4
�1.9±0.4

Detector-frame primary mass m
1

/M� 39.4+5.5
�4.9 38.3+5.5

�3.5 38.8+5.6±0.9
�4.1±0.3

Detector-frame secondary mass m
2

/M� 30.9+4.8
�4.4 32.2+3.6

�5.0 31.6+4.2±0.1
�4.9±0.6

Detector-frame final mass M
f

/M� 67.1+4.6
�4.4 67.4+3.4

�3.6 67.3+4.1±0.8
�4.0±0.9

Source-frame total mass M source/M� 65.0+5.0
�4.4 64.6+4.1

�3.5 64.8+4.6±1.0
�3.9±0.5

Source-frame chirp mass Msource/M� 27.9+2.3
�1.8 27.9+1.8

�1.6 27.9+2.1±0.4
�1.7±0.2

Source-frame primary mass msource

1

/M� 36.3+5.3
�4.5 35.1+5.2

�3.3 35.7+5.4±1.1
�3.8±0.0

Source-frame secondary mass msource

2

/M� 28.6+4.4
�4.2 29.5+3.3

�4.5 29.1+3.8±0.2
�4.4±0.5

Source-fame final mass M source

f

/M� 62.0+4.4
�4.0 61.6+3.7

�3.1 61.8+4.2±0.9
�3.5±0.4

Mass ratio q 0.79+0.18
�0.19 0.84+0.14

�0.21 0.82+0.16±0.01
�0.21±0.03

Effective inspiral spin parameter �
e↵

�0.09+0.19
�0.17 �0.03+0.14

�0.15 �0.06+0.17±0.01
�0.18±0.07

Dimensionless primary spin magnitude a
1

0.32+0.45
�0.28 0.31+0.51

�0.27 0.31+0.48±0.04
�0.28±0.01

Dimensionless secondary spin magnitude a
2

0.57+0.40
�0.51 0.39+0.50

�0.34 0.46+0.48±0.07
�0.42±0.01

Final spin a
f

0.67+0.06
�0.08 0.67+0.05

�0.05 0.67+0.05±0.00
�0.07±0.03

Luminosity distance D
L

/Mpc 390+170

�180

440+140

�180

410+160±20

�180±40

Source redshift z 0.083+0.033
�0.036 0.093+0.028

�0.036 0.088+0.031±0.004
�0.038±0.009

Upper bound on primary spin magnitude a
1

0.65 0.71 0.69 ± 0.05

Upper bound on secondary spin magnitude a
2

0.93 0.81 0.88 ± 0.10

Lower bound on mass ratio q 0.64 0.67 0.65 ± 0.03

Log Bayes factor ln B
s/n 288.7 ± 0.2 290.1 ± 0.2 —

The two BHs are nearly equal mass. We bound the mass
ratio to the range 0.65  q  1 with 90% probability.
For comparison, the highest observed neutron star mass is
2.01± 0.04 M� [90], and the conservative upper-limit for
the mass of a stable neutron star is 3 M� [91, 92]. The
masses inferred from GW150914 are an order of magni-
tude larger than these values, which implies that these two
compact objects of GW150914 are BHs, unless exotic al-
ternatives, e.g., boson stars [93], do exist. This result estab-
lishes the presence of stellar-mass BBHs in the Universe. It
also proves that BBHs formed in Nature can merge within
an Hubble time [94].

To convert the masses measured in the detector frame to
physical source-frame masses, we required the redshift of
the source. As discussed in the Introduction, GW obser-
vations are directly sensitive to the luminosity distance to a

source, but not the redshift [95]. We find that GW150914 is
at D

L

= 410+160

�180

Mpc. Assuming a flat ⇤CDM cosmol-
ogy with Hubble parameter H

0

= 67.9 km s�1 Mpc�1

and matter density parameter ⌦
m

= 0.306 [87], the in-
ferred luminosity distance corresponds to a redshift of z =
0.09+0.03

�0.04.

The luminosity distance is strongly correlated to the in-
clination of the orbital plane with respect to the line of
sight [17]. For precessing systems, the orientation of the
orbital plane is time-dependent. We therefore describe the
source inclination by ✓JN , the angle between the total an-
gular momentum (which typically is approximately con-
stant throughout the inspiral) and the line of sight, and we
quote its value at a reference gravitational-wave frequency
f
ref

= 20 Hz. The posterior PDF shows that an orientation
of the total orbital angular momentum of the BBH strongly
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Tests of consistency with 
predictions from General Relativity

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500213/public/main



A graviton mass

and associated Compton wavelength

results in frequency-dependent velocity

and dispersion causes distortion of the 
phase evolution of the waveform  
(wrt massless theory)

Agreement of observed waveform with 
theory allows us to set the bound:

Mass of the graviton

> 1013 km

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500213/public/main



Formation mechanisms
§  How do massive binary black 

hole systems form?
§  Common envelope evolution of 

isolated binaries: two massive 
stars survive successive CCSNe

§  Dynamical capture of isolated 
black holes in N-body exchange 
interactions.

§  Even the most massive stars 
(60-100 M¤) can only produce 
black holes with mass > 20 M¤ 
only in low-metalicity 
environments (~ 0.1 Z¤).

§   https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500262/public/main



Formation channels
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500262/public/main



“Classic” evolutionary scenario  
Belczynski et al, arXiv:1602.04531



And in the end … binary mergers



BBH Mergers from Globular Clusters 
C. Rodriguez et al, arXiv:1602.02444



Progenitors of compact binaries

§  LMXB                                           HMXB

http://www.phys.lsu.edu/~rih/binsim/gallery.html



Contribution to a stochastic 
astrophysical background

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500222/public/main ; Tom Callister, in prep

•  In addition to individual foreground events, we expect a stochastic background of many 
unresolved, distant events from all directions at essentially all times (“popcorn noise”).

•  There will be a (redshifted) cutoff frequency, depending on the average chirp mass of the 
systems that dominate this background.

•  For low mass systems, foreground events account for only a small fraction of the total SNR 
in the stochastic signal.

•  The background associated with events like GW150914 may be marginally detectable  
(at SNR ~ 3) with Advanced LIGO after three years of observation.

•  However, the cutoff frequency distribution will be indistinguishable from a simple power-law. 

GW150914

Mchirp



near-term future –  
very preliminary plan

http://relativity.livingreviews.org/Articles/lrr-2016-1/

O1  O2   O3
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Beyond Advanced LIGO

KAGRA



More info: papers.ligo.org 
(much more to come!)



If none of this was comprehensible… see  
http://phdcomics.com/comics.php?f=1853  

(over 1 million page views!)





Bumper stickers



Physics and astrophysics  
with gravitational waves

The advanced GW detector era has begun!
§  The exploration of the GW sky; 
§  unique tests of General Relativity in the strong-field, 

highly non-linear and dynamical regime;
§  joint observations and discoveries with EM and neutrino 

telescopes;
§  and a rich new branch of astrophysics.

But most of all, we look forward to …
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